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Free Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 1536 pages. Dimensions: 9.4in. x 7.6in. x 2.5in.For thirty-
three years and through three editions, Bass and Stogdills Handbook of Leadership has been the indispensable
bible for every serious student of leadership. Since the third edition came out in 1990, the field of leadership has
expanded by an order of magnitude. This completely revised and updated fourth edition reflects the growth
and changes in the study of leadership over the past seventeen years, with new chapters on transformational
leadership, ethics, presidential leadership, and executive leadership. Throughout the Handbook, the
contributions from cognitive social psychology and the social, political, communications, and administrative
sciences have been expanded. As in the third edition, Bernard Bass begins with a consideration of the
definitions and concepts used, and a brief review of some of the betterknown theories. Professor Bass then
focuses on the personal traits, tendencies, attributes, and values of leaders and the knowledge, intellectual
competence, and technical skills required for leadership. Next he looks at leaders socioemotional talents and
interpersonal competencies, and the di erences in these characteristics in leaders who are imbued with
ideologies, especially authoritarianism, Machiavellianism, and self-aggrandizement. A fuller examination of the
values, needs, and satisfactions of leaders follows, and singled out for special attention are competitiveness and
the preferences for taking risks. In his chapters on personal characteristics, Bass examines the esteem that
others generally accord to leaders as a consequence of the leaders personalities. The many theoretical and
research developments about charisma over the past thirty years are crucial and are explored here in depth.
Bass has continued to develop his theory of transformational leadership -- the paradigm of the last twenty
years -- and he details how it makes possible the inclusion of a much wider range of phenomena than when
theory and...
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Wiley. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 279 pages. Dimensions: 9.3in. x 6.2in. x
1.2in.Praise for MULTIPLE STREAMS OF INTERNET INCOMEIf ever the world needed some help
to succeed on the Internet, this is the moment....
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Scholastic Reference. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 32 pages. Dimensions:
9.1in. x 7.6in. x 0.5in.Scholastic Discover More is a revolutionary new nonfiction line pairing
stunning print books with corresponding interactive digital books that extend the...
Sav e Do cu men t »Sav e Do cu men t »
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B&H Kids. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Cory Jones (illustrator). Hardcover. 32 pages.
Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.2in. x 0.3in.Oh sure, well all heard the story of Jonah and the Whale a
hundred times. But have we...
Sav e Do cu men t »Sav e Do cu men t »

Sch o lastic Disco v er M o re M y  Bo d ySch o lastic Disco v er M o re M y  Bo d y
Scholastic Reference. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 32 pages. Dimensions:
9.1in. x 7.7in. x 0.6in.Scholastic Discover More is a revolutionary new nonfiction line pairing
stunning print books with corresponding interactive digital books that extend the...
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Sh ep h erd s H ey ,  Bf ms 16:  Stu d y  Sco reSh ep h erd s H ey ,  Bf ms 16:  Stu d y  Sco re
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 22 pages. Dimensions:
9.4in. x 7.1in. x 0.0in.Percy Grainger, like his contemporary Bela Bartok, was intensely
interested in folk music and became a member of the English...
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